With the explosion in the IoT devices and rise in adoption of 5G, edge computing and cloud native
network functions the need for speed, quality and monetization is non-negotiable. The connectivity
fabric will be laid out by the ubiquitous WiFi, outdoors and indoors, both. While people and
businesses connect to devices, to each other and to the future, wireless connectivity becomes the
foundation of digital society and WiFi 6 specifically. And STL have been a major player in the arena of
WiFi (patented technology), with 40+ customers across the globe and powering thousands of
hotspots.
We completely get that. Our STL dWiFi – an end to end WiFi Platform – is a deeply engineered WiFi
response to a wide spectrum of market challenges. STL dWiFi empowers Telcos to leverage carriergrade WiFi as an integral part of their heterogeneous network services. It not only improves spectral
efficiency but also ups the monetization game along with host of next gen services for CSPs.
Powered by DevOps, Analytics, Web-scale, Network Software (DAWN), the future-native STL WiFi6
platform enables Telcos to provide wide range of innovative offerings and create differentiating
services across segments such as enterprise, retail, education, hospitality and public to generate new
revenue streams.
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With STL dWiFi, Telcos have:
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In line with our WiFi excellence, we have engineered STL WiFi 6 Stack that offers comprehensive
coverage across the board right from Access Points, Controller, and Wireless Access Gateways to
Software in Platform & Applications to make WiFi 6 happen.
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STL WiFi 6 Access Points offer industrial-leading performance, reliability and superior coverage. They are
designed to deliver seamless experience in the high density indoors and harsh outdoor environments.
We offer innovative WiFi 6 APs with an open, secure, cloud native, extensible Operating System with
an ecosystem of applications that leverage the underlying hardware to create unlimited use cases
along with seamless connectivity.

STL access points requires zero on-site configuration and can be entirely managed on the cloud, letting
you eliminate the cost of deploying on-site hardware or skilled IT personnel at customer sites.
Access a secure, reliable network that is easy to manage and easy to maintain with STL. With STL
WiFi 6 Access points, Telcos have:

Increased Capacity And Data Rates
Promises over 25% increase in capacity & coverage in dense environment.

Simultaneous Multi-User Support
Reduces congestion by allowing more devices to connect with an improved MU-MIMO technology
and OFDMA.

Improved Power Eﬃciency
Target Wake Time (TWT) feature allows devices to plan communication with APs in advance, which
helps improve battery life. Suited for new-age applications and battery conservative IoT devices.

Performance In Hyper-Dense Environments
Multiple APs deployed in dense device environments deliver the desired QoS to clients with diverse
usage profiles.

WiFi Access Controller is a cloud-native end-to-end access control solution which can be deployed
centrally or locally based on the network topology to support single or multiple sites. It is a multi-tenant
solution which offers various features like AP configuration and on-boarding, Firmware management,
Layer 7 level traffic monitoring, IoT devices monitoring, Intelligent Radio Resource Management, Network
level insights etc.
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WiFi Access Controller is a cloud-native end-to-end access control solution which can be deployed
centrally or locally based on the network topology to support single or multiple sites. It is a multi-tenant
solution which offers various features like AP configuration and on-boarding, Firmware management,
Layer 7 level traffic monitoring, IoT devices monitoring, Intelligent Radio Resource Management, Network
level insights etc.

The STL WAG solution enables access for non-3GPP access towards EPC for both trusted / untrusted
networks. It enables mobile operators to extend wireless service coverage, reduce the load on the macro
wireless network, and make use of existing backhaul infrastructure to reduce the cost of
carrying wireless calls.
STL has two solutions within the WAG family of products:
ePDG (Evolved Packet Data Gateway)
TWAG (Trusted Wireless Access Gateway)

Seamless mobility across licensed and unlicensed spectrum
.

Untrusted WiFi access

Virtualised and unified approach for significant TCO savings
Improving coverage
Enabling off-loading and voice over Wi-Fi (VoWiFi)

.

Supports both trusted and untrusted non 3GPP access path

STL offers app store for a WiFi access point that works on the concept of an open eco-system. It has
developer-friendly SDKs and policies, attracting developers to create apps for our WiFi platform
providing new and innovative applications to the end customers. The applications that our App Store
offers are tested for their performance and trusted as those are verified against our privacy policies.
STL offers apps in the SaaS (Software as a Service) model, ensuring enhanced customer experiences.)
STL WiFi Open API and SDK enables 3rd party developers to develop and publish apps on STL WiFi
App Store. It provides several benefits such as enabling new use cases, reduces TCO through extensibility
and provide on-demand apps like SD-WAN, VPN, attendance management etc. The applications give a
possibility to infuse new functionality in the Access Points increasing the lifetime value and reducing
the TCO.
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STL Next Gen Hotspot (NGH) delivers superior customer experience via transparent, automatic WiFi
connection and authentication. Manual selection of SSID and input of access credentials is not required
and is complemented by improved security (WPA2 and EAP). Operators have wide range of policy
configurations available to create a differentiated QoS. Also it enables inexpensive Roaming at
better coverage.

STL dAAA is access-agnostic, carrier-grade AAA server that competently manages the busiest of
networks and easily scales to accommodate growing business needs. It allows operators with a wider
.choice, greater flexibility, and facilitates tighter product integration and addresses a wide range of access
networks. It centrally manages the authentication of subscribers, devices & authorises them for
appropriate level of service and ensures reliable accounting of usage. At present it supports 10K
concurrent sessions scalable and expandable to more than 1 million concurrent sessions.

RADIUS, Diameter & RDBMS Server Integration

Inbuilt Support for RADIUS &
Diameter Eliminates the Need
for Custom Mediation

.

Single Touch Webscale Deployment

N, N+1, N+N, N+M & Active-

(Helm-based databased automation & REST API calls)

Passive Architecture

Carrier Grade Scalability and Reliability

Configurable Service Flow

WiFi Oﬄoad
Get insights on WiFi offload, number of users offloaded,
data consumed over WiFi, offload failure rate etc.

Know number of visitors, new vd repeat visitors,
dwell time and peak hours for location

Demographic
Know your consumer details like Age, Gender, Mobile, Email
interests and build customer profile for better engagement
(from social mediaor 3rd party customer profille)

Get details about AP status, number of APs connected,
number of clients connected and other details to know
performance of network

Location Analytics
Fetch location from location engines to present most popular locations,
dwell time,visit path of the user to know user behavior

dWiFi
Analytics

A GDPR-compliant robust WiFi analytics engine that delivers actionable insights for CSPs. Insights from
this Machine Learning and AI-powered engine drive decision making across the value chain including but
not limited to Data Monetisation, Customer Experience, Network optimization, Business Operations,
Revenue Assurance etc. In fact, dWiFi is central to our monetisation capability.

The Captive Portal Editor enables enterprises and brands to create and manage highly customized,
responsive Captive Portals without coding. The editor is compatible with all major OS with easily
customisable GUI for branding and advertising. It enables designing captive portals via drag and
drop widgets and pre-defined system templates.

dWiFi Monetization Platform is a customizable solution that enables venue owners and enterprises to
build personalized engagement platform with existing as well as prospective customers using wireless
internet network. It helps increase share of wallet by launching highly personal and contextual
campaigns offering hyper-relevant products and recommendations. It also enhances personalized
access experience beyond WiFi services. It comprises Advertisement Platform, Monetization
Platform and Analytics Engine.

Provides an interface for communication between network components and charging systems, working
on different protocols. It supports protocol conversion from RADIUS to DIAMETER & vice versa,
DIAMETER to proprietary and web services to DIAMETER /Proprietary.

Offers transparency in interconnect agreements and settlements which is very important when multiple
partners with multiple disciplines coexist.

.

Identifies the location of the user by mapping the network parameters with WiFi. This provides an ideal
platform for location-based services (LBS) such as Proximity Marketing, Asset Tracking, Indoor Way
finding, Geo-fencing etc. With location analytics and heat maps, LBS offers various use cases across
Healthcare, Retail, Manufacturing, Transportation, Hospitality, Events and Conferences.

STL's extensive global WiFi experience is complemented not only by the breadth of our WiFi solution
innovations but also competitive pricing models. With dWiFi, you can offer seamless UX, compelling
products, services and support as well as reduce churn. The dWiFi converged platform helps unlock
new business models, implement innovative use cases and differentiate yourselves in the market.

Success record with dynamic customer base:
Operational Excellence with
Tier 1 Telco

Rich experience in BSS & OSS

Successful experience for delivery

Easy understanding of operator

implementation and services support with

business requirements and helps

large scale live projects.

providing customized solutions.

Proven
Interoperability

Comprehensice WiFi portfolio

Highest number of integrations with
Tier-1 multi vendor;s equipmwnt and
WiFi partner ecosystem worldwide.

Pre-Integrated, modular platform
to enable quick launch to innovate
services to the market.

beyond tomorrow

About STL - Sterlite Technologies Ltd:
STL is an industry-leading integrator of digital networks.
We design and integrate these digital networks for our customers. With core capabilities in Optical Interconnect, Virtualized Access Solutions,
Network Software and System Integration, we are the industry's leading end-to-end solutions provider for global digital networks. We partner
with global telecom companies, cloud companies, citizen networks and large enterprises to deliver solutions for their fixed and wireless
networks for current and future needs.We believe in harnessing technology to create a world with next generation connected experiences that
transform everyday living.
With intense focus on end-to-end network solutions development, we conduct fundamental research in next-generation network applications at
our Centre of Excellence. STL has a strong global presence with next-gen optical preform, fibre and cable manufacturing facilities in India, Italy,
China and Brazil, optical interconnect capabilities in Italy, along with two software-development centres across India and one data centre design
facility in the UK
For more on STL, visit: www.stl.tech

